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Potent magic pathfinder

Some spell readers seek the secrets of magic and seek the power to make the impossible possible. Others are born with magic in their blood, commanding incredible powers as effortlessly as breathing. Others seek to digest the natural rinsin of everyday scientists' science. These arkunists seek to find the mysterious laws of magic and bend those forces into
their whims. Arcanists are designers and tinkerers of the everyday world, and no magic can resist their control. Role: Arkanists are the lessons of all magical scholars. They are constantly looking for new forms of magic to figure out how they work, and in many cases to collect the energy of such magic for their own uses. Many arkanists are considered
reckless, more the intensities of magic than the consequences of the liberation of such power. Alignment: Anything. Hit Die: d6. Parent categories: Wizard and Wizard. Starting assets: 2d6 × 10 gp (average 70 gp). Arcanist Level Base Attack Bonus Fort Save Ref Save Will Save Special Spells per Day 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 1st+0+0+0+2Arcane
reservoir, arcanist exploit, cantrips, consume spells2———————— 2nd+1+0+0+33———————— 3rd+1+1+1+3Arcanist exploit4———————— 4th+2+1+1+442——————— 5th+2+1+1+4Arcanist exploit43——————— 6th+3+2+2+5442—————— 7th+3+2+2+5Arcanist exploit443—————— 8th+4+2+2+64442—————
9th+4+3+3+6Arcanist exploit4443————— 10th+5+3+3+744442———— 11th+5+3+3+7Arcanist exploit, greater exploits44443———— 12th+6/+1+4+4+8444442——— 13th+6/+1+4+4+8Arcanist exploit444443——— 14th+7/+2+4+4+94444442—— 15th+7/+2+5+5+9Arcanist exploit4444443—— 16th+8/+3+5+5+1044444442—
17th+8/+3+5+5+10Arcanist exploit44444443— 18th+9/+4+6+6+11444444442 19th+9/+4+6+6+11Arcanist exploit444444443 20th+10/+5+6+6+12Magical supremacy444444444 Arcanist Spells Prepared Level01st2nd3rd4th5th6th7th8th9th 1st42———————— 2nd52———————— 3rd53———————— 4th631——————— 5th642———————
6th7421—————— 7th7532—————— 8th85321————— 9th85432————— 10th954321———— 11th955432———— 12th9554321——— 13th9554432——— 14th95544321 to 15th9554432 to 16th95544 4321— 17th955444332 to 18th9554443321 19th955444332 20th9554443333 Class skills Arcanist's class skills are Evaluation (Int), Craft
(Int), Fly (Dex), Knowledge (all) (Int), Linguistics (Int), Profession (Wis), Spellcraft (Int), and Use Magic Device (Cha). Skill levels per level: 2 + Int attribute. Class properties The following are arcanist class properties. Weapons and armor skills: Arcanists know all simple weapons. They don't know any kind of armor or The armor interferes with the arkanist's
gestures, which can cause his spells with somatic components to fail (see Arcane Spells and Armor). Spells: The arkanist casts curved spells drawn from the wizard/wizard's list of spells. The arkanist has to prepare his spells in advance, but unlike a sorcerer, his spells aren't consumed when they're cast. Instead, he can cast any spell he has prepared by
consuming a suitable level of spelling place, waiting for him not yet to use his spell times a day at this level. To learn, prepare, or cast a spell, an arcanist's IQ must be at least 10+ the level of the spell. The saving throw to DC versus arcanist spell is a 10+ spell level + arcanist's IQ converter. An arkanist can only cast a certain number of spells for each level
of spell per day. His daily basic spell is shown in the table above. In addition, he gets bonus spells a day if he has high scouting scores. You can know how many spells you want, but the amount he can prepare every day is limited. At level 1, he can prepare four level 0 spells and two 1st-level spells. At each new arcanist level, the number of spells he can
prepare every day increases, increasing new spell levels as in the table above. Unlike how many spells he can cast per day, his intelligence results do not affect the number of spells that arkanist can prepare every day. Achievements and other effects that modify the number of spelling spells in spelling hours instead affect how many spells a arkanist can
prepare. Arkanist must choose and prepare his spells in advance by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour studying his spell book. During his studies, he or she decides what spells he prepares and refreshes his available spell slots for the day. Like a sorcerer, an arkanist may decide to apply any metamagic achievements he feels to a prepared spell
when he casts it, at the same time an increase in casting time (see Spontaneous Casting and Metamagic Feats). However, he can also prepare the spell with metamagiaurs he knows and cast it without increasing the casting time like a wizard. He cannot combine these options – a spell made for metamagia cannot be further modified with another
metamagia during casting (unless he has metamixing arcanist abuse, described below). Spell books: The Arkunist must study his spell book every day to prepare his spells. He cannot prepare a spell that is not recorded in his book of spells, except for reading magic (which can be made from memory by all arkanists). Arkanist starts playing with a spell book
that includes all spells of a level 0 wizard/wizard as well as three of his picks level spell. Arkanist also selects several additional first-level spells as large as his IQ converter to add to the spell book. At each new arcanist level, he gets two new at any level of spell or level he can fall (based on his new everyday level) into his spell book. Arkanist can at any time
add the spells found in the spell books of wizards or other arkanists to their own. Arcane Reservoir (Su): Arcanist has an innate magical energy pool that he can use to feed his everyday exploits and heal his spells. The magic amount of energy in arcanist's everyday tank can be up to 3 + arcanist level. Every day, as the arkanist prepares spells, the arcanist's
everyday tank fills with raw magical energy, scoring several points equal to 3+1/2 of his arcanist level. All points he had from the day before will be lost. He can also get these points back through a consumption spell class feature and some scarred feats. No more points can ever be scored on the Arcane tank than the above maximum; points in excess of this
total amount shall be lost. Points from a sensitive container are used to feed many of the forces of the arkanist. In addition, the arkanist can use his 1-point archaic tank as a free action whenever he casts an arkanistic spell. If he does, he can raise the bike level by 1 or add a spell of DC by 1. He can use no more than one point from his tank in this way.
Arcanist Exploits: By bending and sometimes even breaking the rules of magic, the arkanist learns to exploit gaps and exceptions in the laws of magic. Some of these feats allow him to scatter various forms of magic, adding their essence to his delicate container. At level 1 and every second level thereafter, arcanist learns a new sensitive exploitation
selected from the following list. Sensitive abuse can only be chosen once. Once arkanist abuse is selected, it cannot be changed. Most arkanistic feats require arkanist-consuming dots from their archaic tanks to work. Unless otherwise stated, arcanistic exploitation saving throw DC is a 10+1/2 arcanist level + arcanist's Charisma converter. Acid Jet (Su):
Arcanist can release an acid jet by spending 1 point from his timid tank and making a ranged touch attack on any target within 10 meters. If the attack hits, it will deal with acid damage equal to the 1d6+ arcanist Charisma Converter, as well as 1d6 points of acid damage for each 1. level (up to 10d6 at level 19). Target is also sick for 1d4 laps. It can try
Fortitude's savings throw to overturn a sick condition. Arcane Barrier (Su): As a quick action, the arkanist can use his 1-point arcane tank to create a magic barrier that protects him from damage. This barrier gives the arkanist several temporary hit points equal to his everyday level + and lasts for 1 minute per arkanistic level or until temporary hit points have
disappeared. Every extra time per day arcanist uses this ability, the number of arkane tank points he must use to activate it increases by 1 (so the second use of the arcanist must use 2 points from his arcaline, 3 points for the third time and so on). Temporary hit points for this ability do not stack up with themselves, but additional usage causes the total
number of temporary hit points and the duration of the reset. Arcane Weapon (Su): As an ordinary action, the arkanist can use his 1-point arcane tank to improve his weapon. The weapon is handled magically to reduce damage. At level 5, the weapon receives a +1 improvement bonus, which increases by 1 for each of the 4 levels after the 5th level (up to +4
on the 17th level). These bonuses stack all existing bonuses that a gun can have up to +5. Arkanist can also use this abuse to add to one of the following specific abilities of the weapon: dancing, defending, distance, flaming, flaming eruption, frost, icy outbreak, eager, shock, shocking outburst, speed, recording or casting spells. Adding these special abilities
consumes an additional bonus for improvement that matches the basic ability price converter. Overlapping special abilities are not stacked. If the weapon is not magical, you must add at least a +1 enhancement bonus before special weapon features can be added to it. The benefits are decided when exploitation is used and cannot be changed unless the
exploitation is reused. These advantages apply only to the weapon used by the arkanist; If another creature tries to use a weapon, it loses these benefits, although they will continue if the arkanist regains possession of the weapon. Arkanist can only have one active use of this ability at a time. This effect lasts for several minutes, equal to the arcanist
Charisma Converter (at least 1). Bloodline Development: Arcanist chooses one sorcerer's bloodline after this exploitation. Arcanist gets bloodline 1. Arcanist must choose an ordinary bloodline with this ability, not a change of archetype. As a quick action, the arkanist can use his 1-point archaic tank to strengthen his latent nature, allowing him to treat his
everyday level as a wizarding level to use this ability, which lasts several rounds equal to his Charisma converter (at least 1). He does not get any other abilities when he uses this abuse in this way, such as the arcana of the blood line or the forces of the bloodline reached on 3 December 2004. If this ability is used to obtain a delicate bond and a bound object
is selected, the arkanist can only use that object for spells that a wizard at this level can cast (limiting him to first-level spells unless he spends points from his sensitive container). If the arkanist already has a bloodline (or gets one later), taking this exploitation instead allows his everyday levels to stack the levels of the class that gave him access to the
bloodline when determining the strength and abilities of his blood. Consume magic objects (Su): Arkanist can consume the power of herds, scrolls, staves and rods by using them to fill his everyday container. He can use this ability several times a day as much as a charisma transformer (at least 1). The use of this ability is a transfer function that causes an
attack of the possibility. When using this use, arcanist adds multiple points to its arcane container equal to the level of the spell contained in the 1/2 object (level 0 and level 1 spells do not load the arcanist's everyday tank). If the object is used in a potion or scrolling case, it will be destroyed. If the rod is used in a rod, the rod will lose 5 charges; If it has fewer
than five charges, the staff will be destroyed and arkanist will not get any benefit. If used by staff, it loses one charge and arcanist scores several points on his sensitive tank, which corresponds to the highest level spell that staff can only give with 1 charge; If the staff does not have spells that require only one charge, the arkanist cannot consume the magic of
the staff. Staff may be charged a maximum of one fee per day in this way. Points above the maximum arcanist tank are lost. This exploitation does not affect magic armor, weapons, tires, rods, marvelous objects or other magic objects in addition to the above. Counterspell (Su): Using 1 point from his timka tank, the arcanist can try to repel the spell when
thrown. He needs to recognize the spell as normal. If he succeeds, the arkanist may attempt to repel the spell as an immediate action and using an available arkanic spelling place with a level of at least one higher than the casting spell. Against the backlash, the arcanist must try to dispel the amendment as if using dissipation magic. If the spell to be
answered is one prepared by arkanist, he can instead use the same level of arcanist spelling position available and receive +5 bonuses for a fade-out check. In this way, the rewrite does not trigger any feats or other abilities that usually occur when the spelling broadcast successfully rejects the spell. Measuring slide (Su): Arcanist can use his 1-point arcane
tank to create a dimensional crack through which he can step to get to another location. This ability is used as part of a transfer function or withdrawal, allowing him to move up to 3 feet towards the arkanistic level to any place he sees. This counts as a 1.5 metre movement. He can use: ability only once per lap. He does not provoke attacks of opportunity as
he moves in this way, but everyone else about the movements he tries part of his exercise provokes normally. Energy Shield (Su): Arcanist can protect itself from energy damage as a standard operation by using 1 point from its arcane tank. He has to pick up one type of energy and get resistance against 10 of these types of energy for 1 minute per
arkanistic level. This protection increases by 5 for each of the 5 levels that the arcanist has (up to resistance at 30 20 levels). Familiar (Ex): The arkanist of this exploitation can acquire a familiar as sensitive bond wizard class feature, using his arcanist level as a wizarding level to determine the stats and abilities of any acquaintance. If the arkanist gets familiar
from the second class, his arcanist levels stack the levels of that class when defining the statistics and abilities of the acquaintance (this ability does not accumulate in the familiar obtained through the exploitation of bloodline development; he must choose one or the other). Flame arch (Su): The arkanist can release the flame arch by consuming 1 point from
its arced container. This creates a 30-foot flame line that deals with multiple fire damage equal to the 1d6+ arcanist Charisma converter, plus an additional 1d6 points for each of the 2 levels 1. Creatures in the affected area can attempt Reflex's save throw to halve the damage. Force Strike (Su): Arcanist can trigger a force explosion using a 1 point in his
sensitive tank. This attack automatically strikes one target within 10 meters (as a magical missile) and treats multiple force damages of 1d4 + 1 per arkanic plane. The spells and effects that cancel out the magic missile also reverse this effect. Ice missile (Su): The arkanist can launch a freezing projectile by using 1 point from his sensitive tank and making a
ranged touch attack on any target within 10 meters. If the attack hits, it will handle multiple points of cold damage equal to the 1d6+ arcanist Charisma transformer, plus an additional 1d6 points for every 2 levels 1. (up to 10d6 points at level 19). In addition, the destination is staggered to 1 spin. It can try Fortitude's savings throw to overturn in staggered
mode. Create an item: Arcanist can choose a single item creation job as a bonus. He must meet the conditions for this feat. If the attack hits, it will deal with multiple points of electrical damage equal to the Charisma converter of the 1d6+ arcanist, plus an additional 1d6 points for every 2 levels 1. level (up to 10d6 at level 19). The object's vision is also
impaired, causing the subject to treat all creatures as if they were hiding (20% chance) 1 lap. It can try Fortitude's save throw to reverse impaired vision. Potent Magic (Su): Whenever the arkanist uses above its 1-point archaic tank to increase the wheel plane of the spell, the wheel level increases by 2 instead of one. Whenever he uses a 1 point from his
timus tank to add a spell of DC, it grows by 2 instead of one. Quick Study (ex): An arkanist can prepare a spell instead of an existing spell using his 1-point archaic tank. The use of this ability is a full-scale activity that causes an attack of opportunity. The arkanist must be able to refer to his spell book when using this ability. The spell to be manufactured must
be at the same level as the spell to be replaced. Understanding schools: Arcanist can choose one sensitive school from any school available to a character with an arcane school wizard class feature, but he doesn't have to choose any opposition schools. Arkanist gets one ability to do that delicate school as if he were a first-level wizard, using charisma
converter instead of intelligence converter for this ability. The ability must be the first and its use per day is limited to a 3+ arcanist Charisma converter. As a quick action, the arkanist can use his 1-point archaea to strengthen his understanding, allowing him to treat his archaea as his wizarding level to use this ability for several rounds as large as his
Charisma transformer (at least 1). During this period, he will also have access to another capability, which has been achieved by 1 January 2007. He doesn't get any other abilities when he uses this abuse in this way, like those obtained in the eighth tier. If the arkanist already has a sensitive school (or gets one later), taking this exploitation instead allows him
to stack up with the levels of class that admitted arcane school when defining the strengths and abilities of his sensitive school. See Magic (Su): The arkanist can see magical ploughs. If he wears out of his 1-point arcane tank, for 1 minute he will immediately recognize the auras and spell effects of the magic object (according to the detection of magic).
During this time, he is treated as if he had studied each aura for 3 laps, and he deals with his knowledge (arcana) review as if he had rolled on 15 d20. In addition, if he touches a magic object during this time, he can immediately recognize its properties using Spellcraft without having to spend 3 laps exploring the object. If the enemy has an object, the
arkanist must first succeed in the contact attack of the melee to touch the target. Spell interruption (Su): The arkanist can temporarily disrupt the spell by using 1 point in his delicate tank and managing to dispel the spell, such as dispelling magic. This ability to prevent in several rounds equal to: Charisma converter (at least 1). If the spell affects several
creatures, this ability will suppress the spell of only one creature. At the end of this duration, the spell continues, and the repressed rounds do not count down to its total duration. This ability can be used for unwilling targets, but arcanist must succeed in a close-to-hand touch attack, and the target can attempt a Will save throw to undo the effect. This ability
has no effect on spells that are momentary or permanent in duration. Spell Resistance (Su): The arkanist can give himself a spell resistance for several rounds equal to his Charisma Converter (at least 1) as standard using 1 point from his timid tank. This spell resistance is equal to 6+ his arcanist level and cannot be suppressed, but it can be ended as free
action in his turn. Spell Tinkerer (Su): The arkanist can change the existing spell effect by using a 1 point from its archaeal container. To use this ability, they must be next to a spelling effect (or effect item) and be aware of the effect. He or she can choose to increase or decrease the remaining duration of the spell by 50%. This ability can be used for unwilling
targets, but arcanist must succeed in a close-to-hand touch attack, and the target can attempt a Will save throw to undo the effect. This option cannot be applied more than once to the given spelling effects. This ability has no effect on spells that are momentary or permanent in duration. Swift Consume (Ex): Arcanist can use the consumption spells class
feature or consume magic objects as fast actions instead of transfer operations. Cantrips: Arcanists can prepare several country tripsis or level 0 spells every day according to Table 1-2. These spells are cast like any other spell, but they do not consume spells. As with his other spells, these spells are not consumed when cast. Consume Spells (Su): On level
1, the arkanist can use the available arkanistic spelling place as a transfer, making it unavailable for the rest of the day, as if he were using it as casting a spell. He can use this ability several times a day as much as a charisma transformer (at least 1). This adds several points to his delicate container, which corresponds to the level of the spelling place
consumed. He can't consume cantrips (level 0 spells) this way. Points above the maximum tank limit will be lost. Greater disposals: 11. on and after each level 2, the arkanist can choose one of the following larger exploits instead of arcanistic exploitation. Change improvements (Su): With this exploit, the artic can modify the improvements placed on the
weapon, armor or shield. Arkanist can use this abuse to change one weapon the special capability of armour for another at an equally high price. This capability can only be used to change the specific abilities of an object, not its Bonus. The use of this ability requires that the arkanist touches the object as a full action and uses a 1 point of his sensitive
container, and that causes an attack of opportunity. This ability cannot be used in an object in the possession of an unwilling being. This change lasts several minutes, equal to the arcanist Charisma Converter (at least 1). Arcanist must have a sensitive weapon to choose this exploitation. Burning Flame (Su): Whenever an arc uses flame arch abuse, he can
use 2 points from his sensitive container instead of one. If he does, every target will come on fire if it fails in its savings throw. Until the fire is extinguished, the subject will take 3d6 points of fire damage at the beginning of each shift. The target may attempt Reflex's savings throw as a full-scale action to extinguish the flames. Applying at least 1 gallon of water
to the site automatically extinguishes the flames. Arcanist must have the use of the flame arc to choose this benefit. Counter Drain (Su): Whenever an arcanist successfully exploits resistance, he gets back several points in his sensitive container, which is determined by the level of unserted objection. Level 2 or lower spells do not return points to his everyday
tank. Spells of third and higher return 1 point to his timiful reservoir for each of the three levels of spells (rounded downwards) to a maximum of 3 points 9. Arcanist must have the use of resistance to choose this benefit. Dancing Electricity (Su): Whenever a timidly uses lightning cover abuse, he can use 2 points from his archaea instead of one. If he does, all
the creatures next to the target will take damages of half the amount of the cast electrical damage. Adjacent creatures can attempt Reflex' save throw to halve this damage. Whether or not the target makes its savings throws has no effect on adjacent items. Arcanist must have lightning cover exploits to choose this exploitation. Energy absorption (Su):
Whenever an arkanist uses the utilization of an energy shield and the shield prevents damage of at least 10 points, he can absorb some of that energy and use it to feed his exploits. Once he has absorbed the damage, he can use any form of abuse that deals with the same type of energy damage as the type absorbed by his shield, reducing the cost to his
sensitive tank by 1 point. He has to use this energy in 1 minute, or it'll disappear. Arkanist shall not receive more than one such energy use per cycle and shall not be able to store more than one use of that energy at a time. Arcanist must have an energy shield to choose this benefit. Larger counterspell (Su): Whenever a timidist uses resistance abuse, he or
she can: any arkanistic spelling position of the same level or greater than the matching spell (instead of spell level + 1). Arkanist Arkanist you can choose this benefit by counterbalance. Higher spell resistance (Su): Whenever arkanist uses the exploitation of spell resistance, the spell resistance is 11 + arcanist level. Arcanist must have the use of spell
resistance to choose this exploitation. Greater Spell Disruption (Su): Arcanist can interfere with a spell effect or magic object using a 1-point his sensitive tank. This acts like a targeted to dispel magic with touch. The arkunisti can add the Charisma converter to the dissipate inspection. Arcanist must have the advantage of spell disorder to choose this benefit.
Icy tomb (Su): Whenever arkanist uses the use of an ice missile, he can use 2 points from his sore-mouthed pool instead of one. If he does, the target will be covered with a bar if it fails in its savings throw. As long as the ice remains (typically 1 minute per level in a warm area), the object is tangled (although not anchored) and takes 1 point for Dexterity
damage at the beginning of each turn. The object can be released from the ice as a standard activity by making a intensity check with a DC 10+ arcanist Charisma converter. If the target takes more than 10 points of fire damage from a single attack, the ice melts and the effect ends. Arcanist must have an ice missile to choose this exploitation. Lingering acid
(Su): Whenever the arkanist uses acid jet abuse, he can use 2 points from his sensitive container instead of one. If he does, the target will suffer further damage in the next few rounds if it fails to make its savings throw. The target will take 1d6 points of acid damage in the next round for every 2d6 points of acid damage caused by the first attack. In the next
few rounds, the target will continue to take 1d6 points of acid damage for every 2d6 points treated in the previous round. The damage will continue until the amount of acid damage treated with this effect in the previous round is 1d6. For example, on 9 May 2004, the level arcanist would share 5d6 points of acid damage + arcanist Charisma converter, 2d6
points acid damage in the next round and 1d6 points acid damage in the third and final round. Arcanist must have the advantage of using an acid jet to choose this benefit. Redirect spell (Su): Arkanist can get control of the spell of his second spell reader. As an ordinary action when using his 1-point arcane tank, the arcanist can perform a wheel-level check,
which the creature guiding the spell resists. If the arkanist succeeds, he can direct the spell as a free action for 1 lap, making the decision allowed by the spell. This works only in spells that can be controlled or altered once cast, such as a flaming ball or spiritual weapon. The spell will return to control of its owner at the beginning of arcanist's next turn unless
arkanist consumes another point on his delicate. at the beginning of his shift extends the duration of control in the second round. He can continue to control the spell for as long as the spell lasts, provided he consumes points during his delicate tank. Resistance Sewer (Su): Whenever arkanist uses the exploitation of spell resistance, he can end the effect as
an immediate action whenever his spell resistance successfully protects him from the spell of the enemy. If he does, he will add several points to his sensitive tank, which corresponds to a 1/2 spell level. These points are temporary and will be lost after 1 minute unless used. Points that exceed the maximum in his timble pool will be lost. Arcanist must have
greater use of spell resistance to choose this exploitation. Siphon Spell (Su): When the arkanist uses greater exploitation of spell disorders, he can absorb some of the power of the targeted spell to restore his delicate reservoir. If the wheel level of the spell is equal to or higher than the arkanist and he exceeds the dissipation check dc by at least 5, he adds 1
point to his sensitive tank. If he exceeds this check by 10 or more, he will instead add 2 points to his sensitive container. This has no effect on magic objects. Arcanist must have a greater spell disorder in order to choose this benefit. Spell Thief (Su): An archanist can steal a spell that affects one creature, using one point of his delicate container. If the
creature is unwilling, he must succeed in a melee touch attack to steal the spell; target may attempt a Will save throw to undo the effect. An arkanist can specify a spell that affects an object to steal, but if he or she is incorrect or does not know which spells affect the object, the stolen spell is randomly assigned to any person affecting the target. If successful,
the spell effect will pass to the arkanist, which will affect him for the remainder of the time. Unless the effect usually allows for another saving throw during its duration (for example, at the end of each round), this ability does not give the arkanist a saving throw against it. The Arkanist cannot use this ability to steal a spell with several personal or permanent
ones. Arcanist must have the exploitation of a spell tinkering with this benefit. Suffering knowledge (Su): The arkanist can learn to cast a spell by suffering its effects. When arkanist fails to save a spell against the enemy, as an immediate action he can use his 1-point sensitive tank to acquire the spell temporarily. He knows how to cast a spell in his spell slots
like it's the spell he had prepared that day. The spelling must be in the wizard's or wizard's spelling list and must be at a level that he or she can create. The ability to fall this spell remains in several rounds, which equal to arcanist Charisma converter (at least 1). Magic domination (Sun): 20. at the level of the archanistic arkanist how to convert his everyday
tank into spells and back. He can do any spell he has prepared, using multiple points from his timied tank, which is the level of a 1+ casting spell rather than consuming a spell place. When he casts a spell this way, he treats his bike level 2 higher than normal, and the DDs of spell-related savings throws increase by 2. He can no longer use points from his

coffin tank to heal the spell cast in this way. Way.
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